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Physically Unclonable Functions (PUFs) are commonly used
in cryptography to identify devices based on the uniqueness
of their physical microstructures. DRAM-based PUFs have
numerous advantages over PUF designs that exploit alternative substrates: DRAM is a major component of many modern
systems, and a DRAM-based PUF can generate many unique
identifiers. However, none of the prior DRAM PUF proposals
provide implementations suitable for runtime-accessible PUF
evaluation on commodity DRAM devices. Prior DRAM PUFs exhibit unacceptably high latencies, especially at low temperatures
(e.g., >125.8s on average for a 64KiB memory segment below
55◦ C), and they cause high system interference by keeping part
of DRAM unavailable during PUF evaluation.
In this paper, we introduce the DRAM latency PUF, a new class
of fast, reliable DRAM PUFs. The key idea is to reduce DRAM
read access latency below the reliable datasheet specifications using software-only system calls. Doing so results in error patterns
that reflect the compound effects of manufacturing variations
in various DRAM structures (e.g., capacitors, wires, sense amplifiers). Based on a rigorous experimental characterization of 223
modern LPDDR4 DRAM chips, we demonstrate that these error
patterns 1) satisfy runtime-accessible PUF requirements, and 2)
are quickly generated (i.e., at 88.2ms) irrespective of operating
temperature using a real system with no additional hardware
modifications. We show that, for a constant DRAM capacity
overhead of 64KiB, our implementation of the DRAM latency
PUF enables an average (minimum, maximum) PUF evaluation time speedup of 152x (109x, 181x) at 70◦ C and 1426x (868x,
1783x) at 55◦ C when compared to a DRAM retention PUF and
achieves greater speedups at even lower temperatures.

is evaluated only once before runtime (e.g., at bootup) or at
runtime, where an application running on the enrolled device
can evaluate a PUF on-demand [135].
PUFs for silicon devices were first introduced as a method
for integrated circuit (IC) identification, exploiting manufacturing process variation among devices for disambiguating
different devices [83]. Since then, many prior works have proposed PUF evaluation techniques for different substrates (e.g.,
ASICs, FPGAs, memories), exploiting manufacturing variation
in different components such as emerging memory technologies [45,64,107,128], flash memory [132], Application Specific
Integrated Circuit (ASIC) logic [28,29,33,36,40,65,72,75,84,88,
98, 99, 108, 116, 119, 125, 127, 139], Static Random Access Memory (SRAM) [6, 9, 20, 32, 41, 42, 134, 145], and Dynamic Random
Access Memory (DRAM) [37, 53, 103, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124].
PUFs must satisfy five key characteristics to be effective in
security applications [37, 85, 120, 123, 135]. We describe these
characteristics in detail in Section 3.1. PUFs satisfying these
characteristics 1) guarantee a level of robustness for disambiguating many devices and 2) are practically impossible for
an attacker to duplicate without access to the physical device
itself. In addition to these properties, a runtime-accessible PUF,
i.e., a PUF that is accessible online to an application running
on an enrolled device, must 1) be easily evaluated with low
latency to prevent unnecessary slowdown of the application
requesting authentication, and 2) provide low system interference, i.e., minimize the disturbance PUF evaluation causes to
other applications running on the same system. Section 3.2
describes the characteristics of ideal runtime-accessible PUFs.
DRAM-based PUFs, henceforth called DRAM PUFs, have
recently attracted significant interest for two key reasons: 1)
DRAM is already widely used in a wide variety of modern
systems [90, 94], ranging from embedded to server, and 2)
DRAM’s large address space, which is on the order of Giga- or
Tera-bytes, makes it naturally suitable for CR applications by
providing a greater CR space relative to smaller components
(e.g., SRAMs) [6, 9, 20, 32, 33, 41, 42, 134, 145]. Prior DRAM PUF
proposals exploit variations in DRAM start-up values [123],
DRAM write access latencies [37], and DRAM cell retention
failures [53, 82, 120, 135] to generate reliable PUF responses.
Unfortunately, these prior DRAM PUF proposals have significant drawbacks that make them unsuitable as runtimeaccessible PUFs. PUFs that use DRAM start-up values [123]
preclude runtime-accessible PUF evaluation by requiring a
DRAM power cycle for every authentication. This requires
either interrupting other applications using DRAM or restarting the entire system, which is likely infeasible at runtime.
On the other hand, PUFs that exploit variation in write access
latencies [37] can be evaluated at runtime. However, [37]’s
proposal requires additional circuitry in a DRAM chip to allow fine-grained manipulation of write latency [37]. This
requires changes to DRAM chips, rendering such proposals
inapplicable to devices used in the field today. In this paper,
we would like to design a new runtime-accessible PUF without
modifying commodity DRAM chips.
Using cell charge retention failures and their resulting error patterns [34, 54, 78, 79, 101, 102] is the best candidate for
runtime-accessible DRAM PUF evaluation in commodity devices today, since it does not require a power cycle or any
modifications to DRAM chips. Unfortunately, such DRAM

1. Introduction
A Physically Unclonable Function (PUF) maps a set of input
parameters to unique, device-specific signatures that can be
generated repeatably and reliably. We refer to the process of
generating a signature using a given set of input parameters as
the evaluation of a PUF. The resulting signature reflects a device’s inherent, random physical variations introduced during
manufacturing. This property guarantees that the signature is
practically impossible to predict or replicate without access to
the device itself [28,136]. These characteristics enable PUFs to
be frequently used in security applications such as low-cost authentication mechanisms against system security attacks and
prevention of integrated circuit (IC) counterfeiting [120, 135].
PUFs are generally used in a challenge-response (CR) protocol [120], in which a trusted server gives a device a challenge
(i.e., a set of input parameters and conditions with which to
evaluate a PUF), and verifies the device’s PUF response (i.e.,
the signature generated by the PUF). A CR protocol generally
consists of two phases: enrollment and authentication. Enrollment is a one-time setup phase in which a given device
is analyzed, and all possible PUF responses are stored in the
trusted server. Authentication occurs when an application
running on the enrolled device requests escalated permissions
from the trusted server to perform a secure action. The server
provides a challenge to the application, which then evaluates
the PUF with the requested parameters and returns the PUF response. If the response matches with the previously-enrolled
response for the challenge, i.e., the golden key, authentication
is successful. The CR can be done statically, where the PUF
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retention PUFs impose two major overheads. First, due to the
1) wide distribution of charge retention times across DRAM
cells [34, 54, 78, 101, 102] and 2) roughly-uniform spatial distribution of retention failures across a chip [7, 115], we find that
the evaluation time of a DRAM retention PUF takes on the
order of minutes at 55◦ C to identify enough retention failures.
The evaluation time increases exponentially as temperature
decreases. Second, this means that DRAM refresh must be
disabled for long periods of time. Because DRAM refresh can
only be disabled for large regions of DRAM [14], evaluating a
DRAM retention PUF on a small region of memory, i.e., a PUF
memory segment, requires disabling refresh on the entire large
memory region containing the PUF memory segment. However, to maintain the integrity of data inside the large region
but outside of the PUF memory segment, all such data must
be continuously refreshed with additional DRAM commands,
which results in significant system interference [135]. Based
on extensive experimental analysis using 223 state-of-the-art
LPDDR4 DRAM devices, we find that DRAM retention PUFs
are too slow for reasonable runtime operation, e.g., they have
average evaluation times of 125.8s at 55◦ C and 13.4s at 70◦ C
using a 64KiB memory segment (Section 5).
Our goal in this work is to develop a new runtimeaccessible PUF that 1) uses existing commodity DRAM devices,
2) satisfies all characteristics of an effective runtime-accessible
PUF, and 3) provides low-latency evaluation with low system
interference across all operating conditions.
Our key idea is to reduce DRAM read access latency below the reliable datasheet specifications using software-only
system calls in order to exploit the resulting error patterns as
unique identifiers. We refer to our proposal as the DRAM latency PUF. We experimentally demonstrate, using 223 modern
LPDDR4 DRAM chips, that the DRAM latency PUF satisfies
all of the requirements of an effective runtime-accessible PUF.
In particular, a DRAM latency PUF can be evaluated in 88.2ms
on average across all devices at all operating temperatures.
We show that, for a constant DRAM capacity overhead of
64KiB, the DRAM latency PUF’s average (minimum, maximum) evaluation time speedup over the DRAM retention
PUF is 152x (109x, 181x) at 70◦ C and 1426x (868x, 1783x) at
55◦ C, with exponentially increasing speedups at even lower
temperatures.
Our key contributions are as follows:
1. We introduce the DRAM latency PUF, a new class of
DRAM PUFs, that is based on the deliberate violation of
manufacturer-specified DRAM latency parameters. DRAM
latency PUFs can be implemented with no additional hardware overhead on any commodity off-the-shelf (COTS)
system that permits software-controlled manipulation of
DRAM access latencies at the memory controller (e.g.,
[1, 3, 67]).
2. Using experimental data from 223 real LPDDR4 DRAM
chips, we extensively analyze both DRAM latency PUFs
and DRAM retention PUFs. We show that DRAM latency
PUFs 1) satisfy all characteristics of an effective PUF, and
2) are suitable for use as runtime-accessible PUFs across a
wide range of temperatures. We also present an extensive
characterization of DRAM retention PUFs under a wide
range of temperatures. We show that while DRAM retention PUFs can be evaluated faster at higher temperatures,
their evaluation time at temperatures even as high as 70◦ C
is prohibitively slow.
3. We experimentally show that the DRAM latency PUF significantly outperforms DRAM retention PUFs, achieving
an average speedup of 152x/1426x at 70◦ C/55◦ C when evaluating PUFs with a constant DRAM capacity overhead of
64KiB. We also find that while DRAM retention PUFs suffer

from temperature-dependent evaluation times, the DRAM
latency PUF provides a consistently low average evaluation
time of 88.2ms at all operating temperatures.

2. Background
In this section, we describe the high-level mechanisms enabling DRAM retention and DRAM latency PUFs. We begin
by briefly describing DRAM organization, but refer the reader
to past works [12, 13, 15, 38, 39, 55, 59, 62, 63, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71,
111, 112, 113, 142] for more detail.

2.1. DRAM Organization
As illustrated in Figure 1a, the lowest level of DRAM organization consists of 2-dimensional arrays of cells in which each
cell (shown as a dashed circle) stores one bit of information in
a storage capacitor. Data is encoded using logic “high” (Vdd )
as one binary value and logic “low” (Vss ) as its inverse. The
cell is written to and read from via an access transistor. Within
the same array, cells in the same row are connected by a wire
called the wordline, and cells of the same column are connected
by a wire called the bitline. The sizes of the arrays and other
hierarchical elements are manufacturer dependent [62, 69].
Many of these 2-dimensional arrays are tiled to create a
larger array referred to as a bank (Figure 1b). Banks are striped
across a set of chips, which together form a single rank that
operates in unison (Figure 1c). At the highest level of the
hierarchy, a channel consists of one or more ranks sharing
a single command, address, and data interface to a memory
controller (Figure 1d).
The memory controller interfaces with a single DRAM rank
at a time and is responsible for sending commands and receiving data over the buses associated with that channel. To access
a cell (i.e., to read from or to write to it), the row containing
the cell must first be activated. To activate a row, the memory
controller sends an ACT command along with a row address
to a target DRAM rank. In response, the target rank asserts
every wordline corresponding to the requested row address in
the corresponding bank across all chips. The activation process causes the row’s stored data to be transferred to the row’s
sense amplifiers. At this point, the row is considered to be
open. Only then can the memory controller read out the data
with a RD command or write to it with a WR command. After
all read or write operations to the open row are complete, the
memory controller can precharge the bank containing the row
using a PRE command, which closes the row.

2.2. DRAM Refresh and DRAM Retention PUFs
Over time, charge leaks from a DRAM cell [58, 78, 79]. To
keep data intact, DRAM cells must be periodically refreshed.
To achieve this, the memory controller sends a REF command
at regular intervals to instruct a DRAM rank to refresh its
cells. Because the refresh operation is handled internally to
the DRAM chip [14, 47, 48, 49] for modern DRAM devices,
there is no efficient way to selectively refresh DRAM regions
smaller than the granularity provided by the refresh operation.
For current DDR DRAM, the granularity is one rank, but for
LPDDR DRAM [48, 49], a finer granularity of one bank is
available [14].
Many prior works show that the rate of charge leakage
across different cells 1) varies widely due to manufacturing process variation and 2) changes at runtime depending
on many factors, including the device’s operating temperature [34, 54, 78, 79, 101], operating voltage [16], and the data
values stored in the device itself [54,55,56,57,59,73,74,78,101].
For modern DDR DRAM devices, JEDEC specifies a refresh
interval of 64ms to account for the worst case cell at 85◦ C [50].
If a cell leaks too much charge before being refreshed, the
stored value can be corrupted and a read to the cell may result
2
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Figure 1: DRAM organization.

in incorrect data. This is referred to as a retention failure, and
the period of time that a cell can retain correct data is referred
to as the cell’s retention time. Prior work shows that 1) process
variation results in a wide distribution of cell retention times
across a single DRAM chip [34, 51, 54, 58, 74, 78, 79, 101], and
2) for any given refresh interval, the spatial distribution of
retention failures is distributed roughly uniform-randomly
across a chip [7, 34, 102, 115].
Several prior works [53, 120, 135] exploit these data retention properties of DRAM cells to devise PUFs (called DRAM
retention PUFs) that are evaluated by analyzing the distribution of charge retention times across a chip. Ideally, such a
PUF evaluation would consist of measuring each cell’s rate
of charge leakage within a specified PUF memory segment.
However, because this is a complex and time-consuming procedure, prior proposals [53,82,109,120,122,135] rely on simply
determining the set of cells that fail at a longer refresh interval.
A longer refresh interval results in a set of cells that is unique
to a chip, and given a large-enough PUF memory segment or a
long-enough refresh interval, the magnitude of the set of failures becomes large enough to satisfy the characteristics of an
effective PUF. Section 5 presents our experimental evaluation
of DRAM retention PUFs on modern LPDDR4 DRAM devices.
Section 8 provides a more comprehensive description of the
different proposals for various DRAM retention PUFs.

tRCD can result in insufficient time for any of these internal
processes to complete, and thus result in incorrect operation
or incorrect data to be read [13, 69].
The RD and WR commands are responsible for reading from
and writing to the open DRAM row and are governed by a
number of different timing parameters (e.g., tCL , tCWL , tRAS ).
These parameters ensure that enough time passes after the
RD/WR command is issued such that the memory controller
can reliably read data stored in the sense amplifiers or reliably
write data into the DRAM cells [62, 70].
The PRE command initiates the precharge operation, and
it is governed by the tRP timing parameter. This parameter
allows sufficient time for closing the currently-open row and
re-initializing the bitlines.
Additional timing parameters (e.g., tWR , tWTR , tRTW [62, 66,
70]) govern other DDR commands. In general, each parameter
ensures that enough time has passed after a certain action
such that DRAM operates correctly and provides data reliably.
The memory controller is responsible for scheduling DRAM
commands according to these timing parameters in order to
maintain correct and reliable device operation [4, 44, 66, 93,
106, 117, 118, 126].
2.3.2. Violating Manufacturer-Specified Timing Parameters. Different cells in the same DRAM chip have different
reliable operation latencies (for each timing parameter) due to
two major reasons: 1) design (architectural) differences [69],
and 2) process variation [67]. For example, a cell located
closer to the sense amplifiers than an otherwise-equivalent
cell can operate correctly with a lower tRCD constraint [69]
because the inherent latency to access a cell close to the sense
amplifiers is lower. Similarly, a cell that happens to have a
larger capacitor (due to manufacturing process variation) can
operate reliably with tighter timing constraints than a smaller
cell elsewhere in the same chip [67].
Because manufacturing process variation occurs in random
and unpredictable locations within and across chips [12, 13,
16, 25, 58, 59, 67, 68, 69, 74, 143], the manufacturer-published
timing parameters are chosen to ensure reliable operation of
the worst-case cell in any acceptable device at the worst-case
operating conditions (e.g., highest supported temperature,
lowest supported voltage). This results in a large safety margin (or, guardband) for each timing parameter, which prior
work shows can often be reliably reduced at typical operating
conditions [11, 13, 67].
Prior work also shows that decreasing the timing parameters too aggressively results in failures, with increasing error
rates observed for larger reductions in timing parameter values [13, 16, 38, 39, 54, 55, 56, 57, 67, 78, 101, 102]. Errors occur
because, with reduced timing parameters, the internal DRAM
circuitry is not allowed enough time to properly perform its
functions and stabilize outputs before the memory controller
issues the next command (Section 2.3.1). The DRAM latency
PUF exploits the resulting error patterns to uniquely identify

2.3. DRAM Operation
The timing of DRAM commands is guided by a set of
manufacturer-specified timing parameters [13, 16, 50, 62, 67, 69,
70], which account for the latency of different circuit-level
DRAM operations. These timing parameters are provided
to guarantee correct DRAM operation, and it is up to the
memory controller to obey them. If the memory controller
violates a timing parameter, correct DRAM operation is no
longer guaranteed, and thus data loss or corruption can occur [11, 13, 16, 67, 69]. Our proposal, the DRAM latency PUF,
exploits this behavior to deliberately cause DRAM timingrelated failures and uses the resulting error patterns as unique
identifiers.
2.3.1. DRAM Timing Parameters. We examine the key
timing parameters governing DRAM access. DRAM reads and
writes consist of three major sequential steps: 1) activation,
2) read/write, and 3) precharge, each of which is defined as a
DDR command by the JEDEC DDR specification [50].
As detailed in Section 2.1, the ACT command opens a row
and prepares it for accesses. The timing parameter tRCD governs the amount of time required for the activation process.
This means that after issuing an ACT command to a row, the
memory controller must wait for a delay of tRCD before issuing a subsequent RD or WR command to the row. This delay
allows time for 1) the internal DRAM circuitry to assert the
correct wordline, 2) the cell capacitors to share charge with
their respective bitlines, and 3) the sense amplifiers to finish
sensing and capturing the values stored in the cells. Violating
3

a device. In Section 6, we show experimental data demonstrating how to generate unique signatures with aggressively
reduced DRAM timing parameters.

testing environment gives us precise control over the DRAM
commands and DRAM timing parameters as verified with a
logic analyzer probing the command bus.
We perfom all tests, unless otherwise specified, using a total
of 223 2y-nm LPDDR4 DRAM chips from three major manufacturers in a thermally-controlled chamber held at 45◦ C.
For consistency across results, we stabilize the ambient temperature precisely using heaters and fans controlled via a
microcontroller-based proportional-integral-derivative (PID)
loop to within an accuracy of 0.25◦ C and a reliable range of
40◦ C to 55◦ C. We maintain DRAM temperature at 15◦ C above
ambient temperature using a separate local heating source.
We utilize temperature sensors to smooth out temperature
variations caused by self-induced heating.

3. Properties of a Runtime-Accessible PUF
In this section, we examine the desired properties of an
effective runtime-accessible PUF. Prior works present various
different metrics for defining the effectiveness of a PUF [37,
85, 120, 123, 135]. We consolidate these metrics into five key
properties below. We then discuss two properties that we
consider necessary for an effective runtime-accessible PUF.
We refer to these seven properties when analyzing DRAM
PUFs (Section 5 and 6). In Section 6, we show how DRAM
latency PUFs overcome the weaknesses of DRAM retention
PUFs based on a comparison of these properties between the
two types of PUFs.

5. DRAM Retention PUFs: Analysis
Recent works [103, 120, 121, 124, 135] propose DRAM retention PUFs, which require no modifications to commodity
DRAM chips (Section 2.2). These works evaluate their proposals using DDR3 DRAM modules and find that while the use of
charge retention times in DRAM cells can result in repeatable
PUFs, delays on the order of minutes are required to produce
enough failures for uniquely identifying many devices.
In this section, we evaluate prior proposals using our
own infrastructure with 223 modern LPDDR4 DRAM modules. Our experimental results (Section 5.2) confirm that
DRAM retention PUFs can be effectively implemented with
commodity LPDDR4 DRAM devices. However, similarly
to prior work [120, 135], we find that the time required to
evaluate retention PUFs is prohibitively long (e.g., on the
order of minutes) at temperatures that are likely encountered under common-case operating conditions (e.g., 35◦ C55◦ C) [19, 26, 67].

3.1. Characteristics of a Desirable PUF
The following five key properties must be provided by any
effective PUF that can be evaluated across a set of devices:
1. Diffuseness: a single device is able to generate many unique
and independent responses to different input parameters [6,
22, 27, 43].
2. Uniqueness: a single device can be uniquely identified
among the set of devices [37, 43, 77, 123, 133, 135].
3. Uniform Randomness: all possible PUF responses must be
equally different from each other [43, 77, 123, 135].
4. Unclonability: it should be practically impossible for an
adversary to construct a device that exhibits the same properties as another [52, 85, 133].
5. Repeatability: given a set of input parameters, PUF evaluation results in the same PUF regardless of external conditions (e.g., temperature, aging) [37, 43, 77, 123, 133, 135].
These five properties ensure that a PUF can be used effectively for challenge-response authentication.

5.1. Evaluating Retention PUFs

3.2. Characteristics of a Runtime-Accessible PUF

We evaluate DRAM retention PUFs on our modern LPDDR4
devices, as shown in Algorithm 1. The DRAM retention PUF
disables refresh for a period indicated by the wait_time input
parameter on a memory segment indicated by the segment
ID (seg_id) input parameter (line 3). In order to constrain
retention failures to the PUF memory segment, the user must
refresh the rows contained in the DRAM rank, but not in the
PUF memory segment during the wait_time interval (line 5-8).
The resulting data in the memory segment after the wait_time
interval is the PUF response that is returned for authentication
(line 10). This PUF response is uniquely represented by the
pattern of DRAM cells that fail in the memory segment after
not being refreshed during the wait_time interval.
As discussed in Section 2.2, the memory controller can
disable refresh only at the granularity of DRAM ranks or
banks [50]. Therefore, in order to prevent potential data loss,
evaluation of a runtime-accessible DRAM retention PUF using
a given DRAM memory segment requires continuous refreshing of all rows that are within the same rank or bank but
outside of the PUF memory segment. Doing so results in high
system interference (see, e.g., [14, 79]) that is greatly exacerbated by the long refresh intervals (e.g., 60s vs. the standard
64ms) required for repeatable retention PUF evaluation at
common-case temperatures (e.g. 35◦ C-55◦ C).

There are many important use cases for runtime-accessible
PUFs. Examples include 1) systems that employ remote communication protocols to access devices via remote direct memory access (RDMA [2]) or to perform functions on remote devices (e.g., remote servers), 2) systems that have interchangeable/broken system components (e.g., SSD drives, external
sensors, peripheral devices). In each of these systems, a connection/component can be maliciously swapped out during
runtime so that a malicious device can be swapped in. One way
to avoid such an attack is to utilize a low-overhead runtimeaccessible PUF-based challenge-response mechanism that frequently authenticates the communicating devices. This enables re-authentication of the system components during each
step of communication rather than just once at bootup time.
More generally, a fast runtime-accessible PUF enables the protection of a system from attacks that exploit the fact that the
time of check is different from the time of use [135].
In order to be useful for runtime authentication, a PUF must
be effectively usable while the system is running without significantly interfering with application execution and system
operation. Thus, a runtime-accessible PUF must possess the
following two key properties:
1. Low Latency: PUF evaluation must be fast so that the application requesting authentication stalls for the smallest
possible amount of time.
2. Low System Interference: PUF evaluation must not significantly slow down concurrently-running applications.

5.2. Evaluation Times of Retention PUFs
In this section, we explore the effects of DRAM temperature during DRAM retention PUF evaluation on the DRAM
retention PUF evaluation time. Based on extensive experimental data from 223 LPDDR4 DRAM chips, we find that the
evaluation time of a DRAM retention PUF exhibits a strong
dependence on DRAM temperature during evaluation. With
even just a 10◦ C decrease in DRAM temperature, the evalu-

4. Testing Environment
To analyze DRAM behavior with both reduced refresh rates
and reduced timing parameters, we developed an infrastructure to characterize modern LPDDR4 [50] DRAM chips. Our
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to 2.9 hours (49.7 minutes, 5.6 hours) using an 8KiB segment,
125.8s (76.6s, 157.3s) using a 64KiB segment, and 3.0s (1.5s,
5.3s) using a 64MiB segment.1
A DRAM retention PUF evaluation time on the order of even
seconds or minutes is prohibitively high for at least three reasons: 1) such high latency leads to very long application stall
times and very high system interference, 2) since DRAM refresh intervals can be modified only at a rank/bank granularity,
the memory controller must continuously issue extra accesses,
during PUF evaluation, to each row inside the rank/bank but
outside of the PUF memory segment, which causes significant
bandwidth performance and energy overhead, and 3) such a
long evaluation time allows ample opportunity for temperature to fluctuate, which would result in a PUF response with
low similarity to the golden key, and thus, an unreliable PUF.
In general, DRAM retention PUF evaluation time increases
with decreasing temperature. This is due to the temperature
dependence of charge leakage in DRAM cell capacitors, and
is a fundamental limitation of using DRAM retention failures
as a PUF mechanism. Therefore, any devices operating at
common-case operating temperatures (35◦ C-55◦ C) [26, 67, 81]
or below will have great difficulty adopting DRAM retention
PUFs for runtime accessibility. In Sections 6.1 and 7.2, we
describe the DRAM latency PUF in detail and show how it
1) provides a much lower evaluation time than the DRAM
retention PUF, and 2) enables a reliably short evaluation time
across all operating temperatures.

Algorithm 1: Evaluate Retention PUF [103, 120, 121, 124, 135]
1 evaluate_DRAM_retention_PUF(seg_id, wait_time):
2 rank_id ← DRAM rank containing seg_id
3 disable refresh for Rank[rank_id]
4 start_time ← current_time()
5 while current_time() - start_time < wait_time:
6
foreach row in Rank[rank_id]:
7
if row not in Segment[seg_id]:
8
issue refresh to row
// refresh all other rows
9 enable refresh for Rank[rank_id]
10 return data at Segment[seg_id]

ation time for the same PUF memory segment increases by
10x [120, 135]. This is due to the direct correlation between
retention failure rate and temperature. We reproduce the
bit error rate (BER) vs. temperature relationship studied for
DDR3 [78] and LPDDR4 [101] chips using our own LPDDR4
chips. We find that below refresh intervals of 30s, there is an
exponential dependence of BER on temperature with an average exponential growth factor of 0.23 per 10◦ C. This results in
approximately a 10x decrease in the retention failure rate with
every 10◦ C decrease in temperature and is consistent with
prior work’s findings with older DRAM chips [78, 101, 120].
Due to the sensitivity of DRAM retention PUFs to temperature, a stable temperature is required to generate a repeatable
PUF response.
To find the evaluation time of DRAM retention PUFs, we
use a similar methodology to prior works on DRAM retention PUFs, which disable DRAM refresh and wait for at least
512 retention failures to accumulate across a memory segment [53, 120]. Figure 2 shows the results of DRAM retention
PUF evaluation times for three different memory segment
sizes (8KiB, 64KiB, 64MiB) across our testable DRAM temperature range (i.e., 55◦ C-70◦ C). Results are shown for the average
across all tested chips from each manufacturer in order to isolate manufacturer-specific variation [54, 78, 79, 101]. Figure 2
also shows, for comparison, the DRAM latency PUF evaluation time, which is experimentally determined to be 88.2ms on
average for any DRAM device at all operating temperatures
(see Section 6.2.1).

We explore if it is possible to make DRAM retention PUFs
runtime-accessible (i.e., significantly faster) at common-case
operating temperatures by increasing the rate at which retention failures are induced. Given that ambient (i.e., environmental) temperature is fixed, we can increase the rate of
induced retention failures in two ways: 1) using a larger PUF
memory segment in DRAM, or 2) accelerating the rate of
charge leakage using means other than increasing ambient
temperature.
Larger PUF memory segments. Using a larger PUF
memory segment results in additional DRAM capacity overhead that does not scale favorably with decreasing temperatures. As shown in Section 5.2, the number of retention
failures drops exponentially with temperature, so the PUF
memory segment size required to compensate for the decreasing retention failure rate increases exponentially. Our experimental analysis in Figure 2 shows that at 55◦ C, even using a
PUF memory segment size on the order of tens of megabytes,
a DRAM retention PUF cannot be evaluated in under 1 second.
Assuming the exponential growth factor of 0.23 for DRAM
BER as a function of temperature (found in Section 5.2), a
corresponding PUF evaluation time of ~1s at 20◦ C would require a PUF memory segment over a thousand times larger
(i.e., hundreds of gigabytes). Thus, it is not cost-effective (i.e.,
scalable) to naïvely increase the PUF memory segment size.
Accelerating charge leakage. Accelerating charge leakage given a fixed temperature can be done by either 1) making
hardware modifications or 2) exploiting factors other than
temperature that affect charge leakage. Unfortunately, as we
discuss in this section, there is no easy way to achieve these
using commodity off-the-shelf (COTS) systems.
In-DRAM hardware modifications proposed in prior work
can be leveraged to increase the number of retention failures
observed at a fixed ambient temperature. For example, partial
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Manufacturer B
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104
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Figure 2: Average DRAM retention PUF evaluation time vs.
temperature shown for three selected memory segment sizes
for each manufacturer. Average DRAM latency PUF evaluation time (Section 6.2.1) is shown as a comparison point.

We find that at our maximum testing temperature of 70◦ C,
the average DRAM retention PUF across all manufacturers can
be evaluated on average (minimum, maximum) in 40.6s (28.1s,
58.6s) using an 8KiB segment size. By increasing the memory
segment size from 8KiB to 64KiB, we can evaluate a DRAM
retention PUF in 13.4s (9.6s, 16.0s), and at 64MiB, in 1.05s
(1.01s, 1.09s). However, at our lowest testable temperature
(i.e., 55◦ C), DRAM retention PUF evaluation time increases

1 These evaluation times are consistent with prior work on DRAM retention PUFs [53, 120, 135], which find that evaluation times on the order
of minutes or longer are required to induce enough retention failures in a
128KiB memory segment to generate a PUF response at 20◦ C.
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(e.g., 4 DRAM rows ≈ 8KiB in our LPDDR4 DRAM chips) and
read it back with reduced timing parameters. The resulting
failures form a pattern of bits unique to the tested device.
Probabilistic Nature. Inducing latency failures is a
stochastic process in which the probability of cell failure is
based on random variations in both the cell itself and any
peripheral circuitry used to access the cell. This is due to the
probabilistic behavior of circuit elements when timing requirements are violated. To find a repeatable set of latency-failureprone DRAM cells, each cell should be accessed multiple times
with reduced timing parameters. In the case of reduced tRCD ,
we require multiple iterations of reading each cell to accumulate a reliable set of latency failures. Fortunately, as we show
in Section 6.2.1, finding a reliable set of latency failures is a
relatively fast process (i.e., it takes 88.2ms on average).
Key Variables. We identify three key variables to optimize
for when designing the DRAM latency PUF. These variables
define the tradeoffs between the DRAM latency PUF’s evaluation time and its effectiveness.
1) Memory segment ID. DRAM PUFs can be evaluated using memory segments from different parts of DRAM. Each
segment results in unique error patterns and can therefore
be used for different challenge-response pairs. In Section 7.3,
we discuss how variation in process manufacturing causes
some chips to have fewer memory segments that are viable
for DRAM latency PUF evaluation than others.
2) Memory segment size. Larger memory segments allow
more devices to be uniquely identified at the cost of higher
PUF evaluation time because more memory accesses are required to induce latency failures across the memory segment.
With an experimental analysis of memory segment size based
on data from 223 real DRAM chips (Section 6.1), we find that
a memory segment size of 8KiB is sufficient to find enough
latency failures for an effective DRAM latency PUF.
3) DRAM timing parameters. Both using different timing parameters and changing the amount of reduction in
the chosen timing parameter result in different error patterns (Section 2.3.1). This is because 1) different timing parameters guard against different underlying error mechanisms [16,67,69], and 2) different amounts of latency reduction
exercise different failure-prone bits [67]. These two dimensions of control add more degrees of freedom to the DRAM
latency PUF, further increasing its diffuseness (Section 6.1.1).
Throughout the rest of this section, we first demonstrate
that the DRAM latency PUF satisfies all requirements for 1)
a reliable PUF (Section 3.1) and 2) runtime-accessible PUF
evaluation (Section 3.2) across all temperatures. We focus
on tRCD -induced DRAM read errors in this work, but DRAM
latency PUFs also work with any other timing parameter
whose timing violation results in failures (e.g., tRP , tRAS , tWR ),
thereby enabling a potentially larger challenge-response space
than obtained by using a single timing parameter alone.

restoration of DRAM cells [67, 144] can be used to prepare
the PUF memory segment with reduced charge levels in order to exacerbate the number of retention failures observed
with a given refresh interval. Similarly, other mechanisms
in prior work (e.g., [39, 114]) can be used to decrease DRAM
retention PUF evaluation time at common-case temperatures
where DRAM retention PUFs are otherwise infeasible. However, these approaches require modifications in DRAM or the
memory controller, and thus, cannot be used in COTS DRAM.
System-level hardware modifications, such as adding a heating source local to the DRAM chip [30], could be used to exacerbate the occurrence of retention failures at low ambient
temperatures. However, these approaches require custom system architectures, which contradicts our goal of designing
a PUF for COTS systems. They may also open up system
security and reliability concerns.
Experimental studies on DRAM have shown that charge
leakage rates are dependent on factors such as supply voltage [16], data pattern effects [54, 55, 56, 57, 73, 78, 101], and
random charge fluctuations known as variable retention time
(VRT ) [54, 78, 101, 102, 104, 137]. Analogously to temperature
control, any of these quantities could be intelligently manipulated to exacerbate the number of retention failures observed.
Unfortunately, these effects are either relatively weak to significantly increase the number of observed retention failures
(e.g., data pattern dependence), require system modifications
to implement (e.g., voltage control [16, 24]), or are inherently
difficult to control (e.g., VRT effects).
In order to reduce the number of extra row refresh operations necessary to prevent data loss throughout retention
PUF evaluation (Section 5.1), DRAM refresh optimizations
proposed in prior work [7,10,21,76,78,79,95,101,102,130,131]
can be used to increase the granularity of the refresh operation. While this approach could potentially eliminate the
extra refresh operations altogether, these mechanisms come
with their own hardware and runtime overheads that may
diminish the benefits of not having to issue the extra refresh
commands during PUF evaluation. Many such mechanisms
also require hardware modifications to either DRAM chips or
memory controllers or both.
We conclude that there is no good known way to optimize
DRAM retention PUF evaluation time for COTS DRAM devices today. While many approaches to improve evaluation
time exist, they are all impractical in COTS systems due to
1) lack of applicability and scalability to common-case temperatures, 2) need for DRAM modification, or 3) inherent
difficulties in control. This motivates the need for a runtimeaccessible PUF that is suitable across all temperature conditions and can be implemented on COTS DRAM devices today.

6. DRAM Latency PUFs
Our goal is to develop a DRAM PUF that can be evaluated
1) with low latency and low system interference across all
operating temperatures, and 2) without any modification to
DRAM chips. To this end, we present the DRAM latency PUF,
a new class of DRAM PUFs with these characteristics. In
particular, a DRAM latency PUF provides low evaluation time
at a wide range of operating temperatures (0◦ C-70◦ C), which
includes common-case temperatures (35◦ C-55◦ C) [26, 67, 81].
Key Idea. The key idea of the DRAM latency PUF is to
provide unique device signatures using the error pattern resulting from accessing DRAM with reduced timing parameters.
These latency failures are inherently related to chip-specific
random process variation introduced during manufacturing
(Section 2.3), which allows us to use the failures as unique
identifiers for each DRAM chip. To evaluate a DRAM latency
PUF, we write known data into a fixed-size memory segment

6.1. PUF Characteristics: Experimental Analysis
This section shows, with experimental results from 223
state-of-the-art LPDDR4 DRAM chips, that the DRAM latency
PUF satisfies each of the five characteristics of a desirable PUF
discussed in Section 3.1.
6.1.1. Diffuseness. Different memory segments within the
same device result in different error patterns [13, 16, 67, 69].
Given the large address space provided by modern DRAM, different memory segments provide different challenge-response
pairs. For example, our selected segment size of 8KiB (Section 7.3) in a 2GiB DRAM, offers up to 256K ( 2GiB
8KiB ) different
challenge-response pairs, which is on the same order of magnitude as prior DRAM PUFs [120, 135].
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6.1.2. Uniqueness and Uniform Randomness. To show
the uniqueness and uniform randomness of DRAM latency
PUFs evaluated across different memory segments, we study
a large number of different memory segments from each of
our 223 LPDDR4 DRAM chips (as specified in Table 1).
A
B
C

#Chips
91
65
67

any pair of memory segments (either within the same device
or across two different devices) resulting in the Jaccard index
indicated by the x-axis. We observe that the distribution of
the Inter-Jaccard indices is multimodal, but the Inter-Jaccard
index always remains below 0.25 for any pair of distinct memory segments. This means that PUFs from different memory
segments have low similarity. Thus, we conclude that latencyrelated error patterns approximate the behavior of a desirable
PUF with regard to both uniqueness and uniform randomness.

#Tested Memory Segments
17,408
12,544
10,580

Table 1: The number of tested PUF memory segments across
the tested chips from each of the three manufacturers.

For each memory segment, we evaluate the PUF 50 times
at 70◦ C. To measure the uniqueness of a PUF, we use the
notion of a Jaccard index [46], as suggested by prior work [5,
109, 135]. We use the Jaccard index to measure the similarity
of two PUF responses. The Jaccard index is determined by
taking the two sets of latency failures (s1 , s2 ) from two PUF
responses and computing the ratio of the size of the shared
set of failures over the total number of unique errors in the
|s ∩s |
two sets |s1 ∪s2 | . A Jaccard index value closer to 1 indicates a
1 2
high similarity between the two PUF responses, and a value
closer to 0 indicates uniqueness of the two. Thus, a unique
PUF should have Jaccard index values close to 0 across all
pairs of distinct memory segments.
We choose to employ the Jaccard index instead of the Hamming distance [35] as our metric for evaluating the similarity
between PUF responses because the Jaccard index places a
heavier emphasis on the differences between two large bitfields. This is especially true in the case of devices that exhibit inherently lower failure rates. In the case of Hamming
distance, calculating similarity between two PUF responses
depends heavily on the number of failures found, and we
find this to be an unfair comparison due to the large variance
in the number of failures across distinct memory segments.
For example, consider the case where two memory segments
each generate PUF responses consisting of a single failure in
different locations of a bitfield comprised of 100 cells. The
Hamming distance between these PUF responses would be 1,
which could be mistaken for a match, but the Jaccard index
would be calculated as a 0, which would guarantee a mismatch.
Because we are more interested in the locations with failures
than without, we use the Jaccard index, which discounts locations without failures. Throughout the rest of this paper, we
use the terms 1) Intra-Jaccard [109, 135] to refer to the Jaccard
index of two PUF responses from the same memory segment
and 2) Inter-Jaccard [109, 135] to refer to the Jaccard index of
two PUF responses from different memory segments.
A PUF must exhibit uniqueness and uniform randomness
across any memory segment from any device from any manufacturer. To show that these characteristics hold for the DRAM
latency PUF, we ensure that the distribution of Inter-Jaccard
indices are distributed near 0. This demonstrates that 1) the
error patterns are unique such that no two distinct memory
segments would generate PUF responses with high similarity,
and 2) the error patterns are distributed uniform randomly
across the DRAM chip(s) such that the likelihood of two chips
(or two memory segments) generating the same error pattern
is exceedingly low.
Figure 3 plots, in blue, the distribution of Inter-Jaccard indices calculated between all possible pairs of PUF responses
generated at the same operating temperature (70◦ C) from all
tested memory segments across all chips from three manufacturers. The distribution of the Intra-Jaccard indices are also
shown in red (discussed later in this section). The x-axis shows
the Jaccard indices and the y-axis marks the probability of

Figure 3: Distributions of Jaccard indices calculated across every possible pair of PUF responses across all tested PUF memory segments from each of 223 LPDDR4 DRAM chips.

To understand manufacturer-related effects, Figure 4 separately plots the Intra- and Inter-Jaccard distributions of PUF
responses from chips of a single manufacturer in subplots.
Each subplot indicates the manufacturer encoding in the top
left corner (A, B, C). From these per-manufacturer distributions, we make three major observations: 1) Inter-Jaccard
values are quite low, per-manufacturer, which shows uniqueness and uniform randomness, 2) there is variation across
manufacturers, as expected, and 3) Figure 3’s multimodal behavior for Inter- and Intra-Jaccard index distributions can be
explained by the mixture of per-manufacturer distributions.
We also find that the distribution of Inter-Jaccard indices calculated between two PUF responses from chips of distinct
manufacturers are tightly distributed close to 0 (not shown).

Figure 4: Distributions of Jaccard indices calculated between
PUF responses of DRAM chips from a single manufacturer.

6.1.3. Unclonability. We attribute the probabilistic behavior
of latency failures to physical variation inherent to the chip
(discussed in Section 2.3.2). Chips of the same design contain
physical differences due to manufacturing process variation
which occurs as a result of imperfections in manufacturing [12,
13, 16, 59, 67, 68, 69]. The exact physical variations are inherent
to each individual chip, as shown by previous work [12, 13, 16,
59, 67, 68, 69] and confirmed by our experiments (not shown),
and the pattern of variations is very difficult to replicate as it
is created entirely unintentionally.
6.1.4. Repeatability. To demonstrate that the DRAM latency PUF exhibits repeatability, we show how well a PUF
memory segment can result in the same PUF response 1) at
7

different times or 2) under different operating temperatures.
For each of many different memory segments, we evaluate
a PUF multiple times and calculate all possible Intra-Jaccard
indices (i.e., Jaccard indices between two PUF responses generated from the same exact memory segment). Because a
highly-repeatable PUF generates very similar PUF responses
during each evaluation, we expect the Intra-Jaccard indices between PUF responses of a highly-repeatable PUF to be tightly
distributed near a value of 1. Figure 3 plots the distribution
of Intra-Jaccard indices across every PUF memory segment
we tested in red. We observe that while the distribution is
multimodal, the Intra-Jaccard indices are clustered very close
to 1.0 and never drop below 0.65.
Similarly to the Inter-Jaccard index distributions (discussed
in Section 6.1.2), we find that the different modes of the IntraJaccard index distribution shown in Figure 3 arise from combining the Intra-Jaccard index distributions from all three
manufacturers. We plot the Intra-Jaccard index distributions
for each manufacturer alone in Figure 4 as indicated by (A),(B),
and (C). We observe from the higher distribution mean of IntraJaccard indices in Figure 4 for manufacturer B that DRAM
latency PUFs evaluated on chips from manufacturer B exhibit
higher repeatability than those from manufacturers A or C.
We conclude from the high Intra-Jaccard indices in Figures 3
and 4, that DRAM latency PUFs exhibit high repeatability.
Long-term Repeatability. We next study the repeatability of DRAM latency PUFs on a subset of chips over a 30day period to show that the repeatability property holds for
longer periods of time (i.e., a memory segment generates a
PUF response similar to its previously-enrolled golden key
irrespective of the time since its enrollment). We examine a
total of more than a million 8KiB memory segments across
many chips from each of the three manufacturers as shown
in Table 2. The right column indicates the number of memory
segments across n devices, where n is indicated in the left
column, and the rows indicate the different manufacturers of
the chips containing the memory segments.
A
B
C

#Chips
19
12
14

for each of the three manufacturers. We observe that the
Intra-Jaccard index ranges are quite low, i.e., less than 0.1 on
average for all manufacturers. Thus, we conclude that the
vast majority of memory segments across all manufacturers
exhibit very high repeatability over long periods of time.

Figure 5: Distribution of the Intra-Jaccard index range values
calculated between many PUF responses that a PUF memory
segment generates over a 30-day period.

In order to show that every chip has a significant proportion of memory segments that exhibit high reliability over
time, we analyze per-chip Intra-Jaccard index range properties. Table 3 shows the median [minimum, maximum] of the
fraction of memory segments per chip that are observed to
have Intra-Jaccard index ranges below 0.1 and 0.2. Over 90%
of all segments in each chip are suitable for PUF evaluation
for Intra-Jaccard index ranges below 0.1, and over 97% for
Intra-Jaccard index ranges below 0.2. This means that each
chip has a significant number of memory segments that are
viable for DRAM latency PUF evaluation. Furthermore, the
distributions are very narrow, which indicates that different
chips show similar behavior. We conclude that every chip has
a significant number of PUF memory segments that exhibit
high repeatability across time. We show in Section 7.5 how
we can use a simple characterization step to identify these
viable memory segments quickly and reliably.
A
B
C

#Total Memory Segments
589,824
442,879
437,990

%Memory Segments per Chip
Intra-Jaccard index range <0.1
Intra-Jaccard index range <0.2
100.00 [99.08, 100.00]
100.00 [100.00, 100.00]
90.39 [82.13, 99.96]
96.34 [95.37, 100.00]
95.74 [89.20, 100.00]
96.65 [95.48, 100.00]

Table 3: Percentage of PUF memory segments per chip with
Intra-Jaccard index ranges <0.1 or 0.2 over a 30-day period.
Median [minimum, maximum] values are shown.

Table 2: Number of PUF memory segments tested for 30 days.

Temperature Effects. To demonstrate how changes in
temperature affect PUF evaluation, we evaluate the DRAM
latency PUF 10 times for each of the memory segments in
Table 2 at each 5◦ C increment throughout our testable temperature range (55◦ C-70◦ C). Figure 6 shows the distributions
of Intra-Jaccard indices calculated between every possible pair
of PUF responses generated by the same memory segment.
The deltas between the operating temperatures at the time of
PUF evaluation are denoted in the x-axis (temperature delta).
Since we test at four evenly-spaced temperatures, we have
four distinct temperature deltas. The y-axis marks the Jaccard
indices calculated between the PUF responses. The distribution of Intra-Jaccard indices found for a given temperature
delta is shown using a box-and-whisker plot.
Figure 6 subdivides the distributions for each of the three
manufacturers as indicated by A, B, and C. Two observations
are in order. 1) Across all three manufacturers, the distribution of Intra-Jaccard indices strictly shifts towards zero as the
temperature delta increases. 2) The Intra-Jaccard distribution
of PUF responses from chips of manufacturer C are the most
sensitive to changes in temperature as reflected in the large
distribution shift in Figure 6(C). Both observations show that
evaluating a PUF at a temperature different from the temperature during enrollment affects the quality of the PUF response
and reduces repeatability. However, 1) for small temperature

In order to demonstrate the repeatability of evaluating a
DRAM latency PUF over long periods of time, we continuously evaluate our DRAM latency PUF across a 30-day period
using each of our chosen memory segments. For each memory segment, we calculate the Intra-Jaccard index between
the first PUF response and each subsequent PUF response.
We find the Intra-Jaccard index range, or the range of values
(max_value – min_value) found across the Jaccard indices
calculated for every pair of PUF responses from a memory
segment. If a memory segment exhibits a low Intra-Jaccard
index range, the memory segment generates highly-similar
PUF responses during each evaluation over our testing period.
Thus, memory segments that exhibit low Intra-Jaccard index
ranges demonstrate high repeatability.
Figure 5 shows the distribution of Intra-Jaccard index ranges
across our memory segments with box-and-whisker plots2
2 The box is bounded by the first quartile (i.e., the median of the first half
of the ordered set of Intra-Jaccard index ranges) and third quartile (i.e., the
median of the second half of the ordered set of Intra-Jaccard index ranges).
The median is marked by a red line within the bounding box. The interquartile range (IQR) is defined as the difference between the third and first
quartiles. The whiskers are drawn out to extend an additional 1.5 × IQR above
the third quartile and 1.5 × IQR below the first quartile. Outliers are shown
as orange crosses indicating data points outside of the range of whiskers.
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deltas (e.g., 5◦ ), PUF repeatability is not significantly affected,
and 2) we discuss in Section 7.5 how we can ameliorate this
effect during device enrollment.

tRCD = 9.8ns (Section 7.4), and Niters = 100 (Section 7.1). Using Equation 1, we expect this configuration to result in an
evaluation time of approximately 87ms.
In order to experimentally verify Equation 1, we measure
the evaluation time of the DRAM latency PUF for 10000 evaluations across chips from all three manufacturers at 55◦ C.
o
We find that evaluation
times are normally distributed permanufacturer according to NA (µ = 89.1ms, σ = 0.0132ms),
NB (µ = 88.2ms, σ = 0.0135ms), and NC (µ = 87.2ms, σ =
0.0102ms). These distribution parameters show that evaluation times have very similar means and are extremely tightly
distributed (i.e., < 0.0002 relative standard deviation). This
is expected because, for any particular configuration, DRAM
latency PUF evaluation essentially requires a constant number
of DRAM accesses. Therefore, any variation in PUF evaluation
time comes from variations in code execution (e.g., multitasking, interrupts, DRAM refresh, etc.) rather than any characteristics of the PUF itself. In order to compare these runtime distributions with the result of Equation 1, we take take the mean
of the mixture distribution of the three per-manufacturer distributions (i.e., NABC (µ = 88.2ms, σ = 0.716ms)) and find that
the 87ms estimate from Equation 1 results in only 1.4% error.
Figure 2 provides a comparison of DRAM latency PUF evaluation time with retention PUF evaluation time across our
testable temperature range (i.e., 55◦ C-70◦ C). We find that
the DRAM latency PUF significantly outperforms the DRAM
retention PUF for an equivalent DRAM capacity overhead
of 64KiB (i.e., 8KiB latency PUF memory segment + 56KiB
counter buffer), providing an average (minimum, maximum)
speedup of 152x (109x, 181x) at 70◦ C and 1426x (868x, 1783x)
at 55◦ C. By increasing the memory segment size from 64KiB
to 64MiB, we can evaluate a DRAM retention PUF in 1.05s
(1.01s, 1.09s) at 70◦ C (Section 5.3). However, the DRAM latency PUF still outperforms this configuration without an
increase in DRAM capacity overhead (i.e., still with an 8KiB
memory segment), providing a speedup of 12.1x (11.6x, 12.5x).
Similarly to prior work on DRAM latency reduction [13,
67], we experimentally find that inducing latency failures is
minimally affected by changes in temperature. Importantly,
since our method of inducing latency failures does not change
with temperature (Section 7.2), DRAM latency PUF evaluation
time remains reliably short across all operating temperatures.
We conclude that the DRAM latency PUF 1) can be evaluated
at speeds that are orders of magnitude faster than the DRAM
retention PUF, and 2) overcomes the temperature dependence
of the DRAM retention PUF and maintains a low evaluation
time across all temperatures.
6.2.2. Low System Interference. The DRAM latency PUF
exhibits two major sources of system interference: 1) requiring
exclusive DRAM rank/bank access throughout PUF evaluation, and 2) using a region in a separate DRAM rank to count
latency failures (Section 7.2).
First, because DRAM timing parameters can only be manipulated for the coarse granularity of a DRAM rank, any
other access to the same rank containing the PUF memory
segment must be blocked during PUF evaluation. Such blocking prevents other accesses from obeying the same reduced
timing parameters and corrupting the data. For this reason,
DRAM latency PUF evaluation requires exclusive access to
a full DRAM rank for the entire duration of PUF evaluation.
Fortunately, the DRAM latency PUF’s quick evaluation time
(i.e., 88.2ms on average) guarantees that the DRAM rank will
be unavailable only for a short period of time. This is in
stark contrast with the DRAM retention PUF, which 1) blocks
rank/bank access for much longer periods of time (e.g., on
the order of minutes or seconds), and 2) requires the memory
controller to issue a large number of refresh operations to

o

Figure 6: DRAM latency PUF repeatability vs. temperature.

6.2. Runtime-Accessible PUF Metrics Evaluation
Throughout the remainder of this section, we show 1)
how the DRAM latency PUF satisfies the characteristics of
a runtime-accessible PUF (i.e., low latency and low system
interference) discussed in Section 3.2, and 2) that the DRAM
latency PUF significantly outperforms the DRAM retention
PUF in terms of both evaluation time and system interference.
6.2.1. Low Latency. The DRAM latency PUF consists of
two key phases: 1) inducing latency failures, and 2) filtering
the PUF segment, which improves PUF repeatability (to be
discussed in Section 7.1). During Phase 1, we induce latency
failures multiple times (i.e., for multiple iterations) over the
PUF memory segment and count the failures in a separate
buffer for additional bookkeeping (we discuss this in further
detail in Section 7.2). The execution time of this phase depends
directly on three factors:
1. The value of the tRCD timing parameter. A smaller tRCD
value causes each read to have a shorter latency.
2. The size of the PUF memory segment. A larger memory
segment requires more DRAM read requests per iteration.
In our devices, we observe that latency failures are induced
at a granularity of 32 bytes with each read request, so
we can find the total number of required DRAM reads by
dividing the size of the memory segment by 32 bytes.
3. The number of iterations used to induce latency failures.
More iterations lead to a longer evaluation time.
Increasing any one of these factors independently of the others
directly results in an increase in PUF evaluation time. We
experimentally find that a single low-tRCD access to DRAM,
along with its associated bookkeeping and memory barrier,
takes 3.4µs. Because the value of tRCD is on the scale of tens
of nanoseconds [50], changing its value negligibly affects
the time for each low-tRCD access. Thus, we use a constant
3.4µs for each read regardless of the tRCD value to find a
good estimate of the PUF evaluation time in Equation 1. We
experimentally show that Phase 2 has negligible runtime (<
0.1% of total DRAM latency PUF evaluation time) compared
with Phase 1, so we omit Phase 2 in our PUF evaluation time
estimation.We express PUF evaluation time estimation as:
TPUF_eval = (Niters ) × [(sizemem_seg )/(32 bytes)] × 3.4µs (1)
where Niters is the number of times we induce latency failures
on each 32 byte block of the memory segment, and sizemem_seg
is the size of the memory segment used to evaluate the PUF.
For our final chosen configuration (discussed in detail in Section 7), we use the parameters sizemem_seg = 8KiB (Section 7.3),
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rows in the rank/bank outside of the PUF memory segment
for the same period of time [135].
Second, the DRAM latency PUF algorithm (described in
detail in Section 7.2) requires a small counter buffer (e.g., a
56KiB buffer for an 8KiB PUF memory segment) which stores
counters for each bit of the PUF memory segment. This comes
at the cost of both DRAM capacity overhead and additional
memory traffic penalty. However, given that the DRAM capacity overhead is small (e.g., <0.003% for a 2GB DRAM using
an 8KiB memory segment) and the additional bandwidth consumed is extremely low (e.g., on the order of 100MB/s using
an 8KiB memory segment) in the context of total DRAM bandwidth (e.g., 8GB/s), we conclude that the additional system
interference induced by the counter buffer is insignificant. In
practice, we expect system caches to (fully) hold the counter
buffer, further reducing the required DRAM bandwidth.

ing medians, first and third quartiles, and whiskers, for an
increasing number of iterations.
Higher Intra-Jaccard index distribution values represent a
more repeatable PUF since the distribution directly reflects the
similarities of PUF responses from the same memory segment.
We find that the Intra-Jaccard index distribution’s median and
bottom whiskers increase by 0.0025 and 0.0054, respectively,
for every doubling of the number of iterations. On the other
hand, higher Inter-Jaccard index distribution values represent higher similarity across distinct memory segments. Such
higher values would limit the PUF’s ability to identify many
unique devices. We find that the Inter-Jaccard index distribution’s median and top whiskers increase by 0.0012 and 0.0011,
respectively, for every doubling of the number of iterations.
Based on our experimental analyses of these tradeoffs, we
choose to induce latency failures for 100 iterations during
each DRAM latency PUF evaluation. We next discuss in detail
our algorithm for evaluating DRAM latency PUFs with high
repeatability.

7. Design Considerations
As we experimentally showed in Section 6, utilizing DRAM
latency failures is a viable method for evaluating runtimeaccessible PUFs in commodity, unmodified DRAM chips. However, due to variation across DRAM cells and chips, there are
various important design considerations that must be made in
the implementation of the DRAM latency PUF. In this section,
we discuss these considerations for implementing the DRAM
latency PUF.

7.2. DRAM Latency PUF Evaluation Algorithm
We provide an implementable algorithm for evaluating a
repeatable DRAM latency PUF at a given memory segment.
While we focus on evaluating DRAM latency PUFs with tRCD induced failures, Algorithm 2 works with any other timing
parameter capable of inducing failures. We first initialize the
PUF memory segment indicated by Segment[seg_id] by setting every bit in the memory segment to “1” (line 2). We
then attempt to find the reliable set of failures as fast as possible in the memory segment (lines 4-11). Because DRAM
RD commands require a tRCD delay only after the activation
of a previously closed DRAM row, tRCD failures can only be
observed when issuing a read request to a closed DRAM row.
The key idea is to iterate over each row sequentially such that
each read request goes to a different row (i.e., perform column
order accesses through the memory segment of interest) as
shown in lines 7-9. Before inducing failures across the PUF
memory segment, we must first obtain exclusive access to the
rank containing the PUF memory segment (line 4), due to the
rank-level granularity of changing DRAM timing parameters
(Section 2.3). We then reduce the value of tRCD for the entire
rank containing the PUF memory segment (line 5). During
the iterations of inducing tRCD failures (lines 6-11), we issue
a memory barrier (line 10) after each read. This ensures that
1) only one memory instruction is in flight at a given time and,
thus, improves repeatability by simplifying the logic required
by the memory controller when issuing memory accesses, and
2) read requests do not get reordered by the memory controller
to exploit row buffer locality [60, 61, 92, 93, 105, 106, 118, 126].
Instead, each access activates a new row, while obeying the
tRCD timing parameter. We find that the instruction order indicated by lines 6-11 is the fastest method for finding a reliable
set of latency failures in a memory segment. For every read,
the tRCD failure locations are determined and their failures are
counted in a separate rank for bookkeeping (line 11). After
all iterations of inducing tRCD failures, we must reset the tRCD
value to the default (line 12), filter the PUF segment (line 13;
see Filtering Mechanism), release exclusive access to the rank
containing the PUF memory segment (line 14), and finally
return the PUF response, i.e., the resulting error pattern from
the PUF evaluation at the PUF memory segment (line 15).
Filtering Mechanism. In order to improve the repeatability of the DRAM latency PUF, we employ a filtering mechanism
which removes the cells with low failure probability from the
PUF response (as shown on line 13 in Algorithm 2). The
key idea is to count, for each bit location in the PUF memory segment, the number of iterations in which the location
fails and then use that count to determine whether the bit

7.1. Repeatability of Cell Latency Failures
Due to many underlying factors (e.g., process variation,
temperature), each DRAM cell fails with a different probability when read with a timing parameter reduced beyond
the manufacturer specification [12, 13, 67, 68, 69]. We define
a latency-weak cell as a cell that has a significant probability of failure when read with a reduced timing parameter.
Our DRAM latency PUFs are comprised of the locations of
latency-weak cells because such cells can be repeatably found.
In order to repeatably find the set of latency-weak cells, we
employ many iterations (e.g., on the order of 100) of inducing
latency failures at the PUF memory segment. This improves
the chances of a PUF evaluation to find a significant proportion of the latency-weak cells. Because we assume that any
given cell has a static probability (p) to fail when accessed
with reduced latency, we can model the number of times that
a cell must be accessed before observing a latency failure as a
geometric random variable with a success probability of p. The
geometric distribution with parameter p has a mean value of
1
p . By sampling cells over x iterations during DRAM latency
PUF evaluation, we expect to find all cells that fail with a
probability greater than or equal to x1 . There is a chance that a
cell with a failure probability below the threshold fails during
an instance of the PUF evaluation, reducing the similarity of
the PUF responses across evaluations and thus the repeatability of the PUF. To mitigate this issue, we apply a filter (see
Section 7.2) that removes cells that we observe to fail in only a
small proportion of the x iterations. We empirically find that
removing cells that fail in less than 10% of the iterations results
in the highest Intra-Jaccard indices across PUF responses.
In order to determine how many iterations to induce latency failures for during latency PUF evaluation, we generate
PUF responses across our devices using a varying number of
iterations between 1 and 1024. For each set of PUF responses
generated with a given number of iterations, we calculate
the box-and-whisker plots for both Inter- and Intra-Jaccard
distributions (not shown). We find that for PUF responses
from chips across all manufacturers, the Inter-Jaccard and
Intra-Jaccard distributions have strictly the same or increas10

of good memory segments per device. As the memory segment size increases, both the DRAM capacity overhead and
the PUF evaluation time increase linearly. The number of
possible PUF memory segments for a DRAM device with a
DRAM latency PUF is obtained by counting the number of
contiguous PUF memory segments across all of DRAM (i.e.,
dividing the DRAM size by the PUF memory segment size).
Thus, larger PUF memory segments result in fewer possible
PUF memory segments for a DRAM device. From an experimental analysis of the associated tradeoffs of varying the PUF
memory segment size (not shown), we choose a PUF memory
segment size of 8KiB.3
In Table 4, we represent the distribution of the percentage
of good memory segments per chip with a median [minimum,
maximum] across each of the three manufacturers. The left
column shows the number of chips tested, the right column
shows the representation of the distribution, and the rows
indicate the different manufacturers of the chips. We see that
an overwhelming majority of memory segments from manufacturers A and B are good for PUF evaluation. Memory
segments from chips of manufacturer C were observed to
exhibit less latency failures, but across each of our chips we
could find at least 19.4% of the memory segments to be good
for PUF evaluation. Of the total number of PUF memory segments tested (shown in Table 2), we experimentally find that
100%, 64.06%, and 19.37% of memory segments are good (i.e.,
contain enough failures to be considered for PUF evaluation)
in the worst-case chips from manufacturers A, B, and C. We
conclude that there are plenty of PUF memory segments that
are good enough for DRAM latency PUF evaluation.

Algorithm 2: Evaluate DRAM latency PUF
1 evaluate_DRAM_latency_PUF(seg_id):
2 write known data (all 1’s) to Segment[seg_id]
3 rank_id ← DRAM rank containing seg_id
4 obtain exclusive access to Rank[rank_id]
5 set low tRCD for Rank[rank_id]
6 for i = 1 to num_iterations :
7
for col in Segment[seg_id]
8
for row in Segment[seg_id]:
// column-order reads
9
read()
// induce read failures
10
memory_barrier()
// one access at a time
11
count_failures()
// record in another rank
12 set default tRCD for Rank[rank_id]
13 filter the PUF memory segment
// See Filtering Mechanism
14 release exclusive access to Rank[rank_id]
15 return error pattern at Segment[seg_id]

location should be set (“1”) or cleared (“0”) in the final PUF
response. Every bit in the DRAM PUF memory segment has
a corresponding counter that we store in the counter buffer, a
data structure we allocate in a DRAM rank separate from the
one containing the PUF memory segment. This is to ensure
that read requests to the counter buffer follow manufacturerspecified timing parameters and do not induce latency failures.
After each reduced-latency read request in the PUF memory
segment, we find all bit locations in the read data that resulted
in a latency failure, and increment their corresponding counters in the counter buffer. After all iterations of inducing
latency failures are completed, we compare every counter
of each bit location in the PUF memory segment against a
threshold. If a counter holds a value greater than the threshold
(i.e., the counter’s corresponding bit location failed more than
n times, where n is the threshold), we set the corresponding
bit location. Otherwise, we clear it.
Memory Footprint. Equation 2 provides the memory footprint required by PUF evaluation:
memtotal = (sizemem_seg ) + (sizecounter_buffer )
(2)
where sizemem_seg is the size of the PUF memory segment and
sizecounter_buffer is the size of the counter buffer. The size of
the counter buffer can be calculated using Equation 3:
sizecounter_buffer = (sizemem_seg ) × dlog2 Niters e
(3)
where sizemem_seg is the size of the PUF memory segment
and Niters is the number of iterations that we want to induce
latency failures for. Since we require one counter per bit in
the memory segment, we must multiply this quantity by the
size of each counter. Since the counter must be able to store
up to the value of Niters (e.g., in the case of a cell that fails
every iteration), each counter must be dlog2 Niters e bits wide.
For a memory segment size of 8KiB, we find that the DRAM
latency PUF’s total memory footprint is 64KiB. From this, we
conclude that DRAM latency PUFs have insignificant DRAM
capacity overhead.

A
B
C

#Chips
19
12
14

Good Memory Segments per Chip (%)
100.00 [100.00, 100.00]
100.00 [64.06, 100.00]
30.86 [19.37, 95.31]

Table 4: Percentage of good memory segments per chip across
manufacturers. Median [min, max] values are shown.

7.4. Support for Changing Timing Parameters
In order to induce latency failures, the manufacturerspecified DRAM timing parameters must be changed. Some
existing processors [1, 3, 67] enable software to directly manipulate DRAM timing parameters. These processors can
trivially implement and evaluate a DRAM latency PUF with
minimal changes to the software and no changes to hardware.
However, for other processors that cannot directly manipulate
DRAM timing parameters, we would need to simply enable
software to programmatically modify memory controller registers which indicate the DRAM timing parameters that a
memory access must observe.
We find that we can reliably induce latency failures when
we reduce the value of tRCD from a default value of 18ns
to between 6ns and 13ns. Given this wide range of failureinducing tRCD values, most memory controllers should be able
to issue read requests with a tRCD value within this range.

7.5. Device Enrollment

7.3. Variation Among PUF Memory Segments

Device enrollment is a one-time process consisting of evaluating all possible PUFs from across the entire challengeresponse space and securely storing the evaluated PUFs in a
trusted database such that they can be later queried for authentication [52, 120, 135]. Since the goal of PUF authentication
is to ensure that a challenge-response is difficult to replicate
without access to the original device, enrollment must be done
securely so that the full set of all possible challenge-response

We observe a variation in latency failure rates across different memory segments, which make some DRAM memory
segments more desirable to evaluate DRAM latency PUFs with
than others. Because we want to find 512 bits that fail per
PUF memory segment (Section 5.2), we consider only those
memory segments that have at least 512 failing bits as good
memory segments. In order to determine the best size of the
memory segment to evaluate the DRAM latency PUF on, we
study the effect of varying memory segment size on 1) DRAM
capacity overhead, 2) PUF evaluation time, and 3) fraction

3 We will provide details in a technical report/extended version for all
other results that we cannot provide detail for in the submission.
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pairs is known only to the trusted database and can be created
only by the device owner.
Similar to prior works’ approach to DRAM PUFs [120, 123,
135], we assume that a trusted third party (e.g., the DRAM
manufacturer) performs device enrollment prior to making
the system available to the end consumer. This ensures that
the complete set of all possible challenge responses are known
only by the trusted third party. After the device is in the field,
even the trusted third party cannot regenerate the enrollment
data. Thus, allowing the trusted third party to both characterize and enroll the responses makes it extremely difficult for a
malicious attacker to obtain the full set of possible response
pairs without first compromising the trusted third party.
Because DRAM latency PUF responses vary depending
on the temperature of DRAM during evaluation time (see
Section 6.1.4), we must enroll multiple golden keys at varying
temperature intervals. This enables a PUF response to match
at least one golden key during authentication regardless of the
temperature during evaluation time. We find that some chips
generate PUF responses with less variation across a range of
temperatures than other chips. Chips with less variation can
enroll golden keys for temperatures at larger intervals than
chips with more variation.

If a DRAM retention PUF is faster than the DRAM latency
PUF at a very high temperature, it is easy to envision a mechanism that dynamically switches between DRAM latency PUFs
and DRAM retention PUFs based on the device operating
temperature at the time of evaluation. This mechanism could
exploit the strengths of each type of DRAM PUF in order to
allow the fastest possible PUF evaluation time. By exploiting
in-DRAM temperature sensors that already exist in modern
DRAM chips [47, 48, 50, 67], this mechanism could potentially
be implemented with no additional hardware overhead beyond what is already required for DRAM retention PUFs and
DRAM latency PUFs individually.
Such a mechanism would require challenge-response pairs
from both the DRAM retention PUF and DRAM latency PUF
to be enrolled. Furthermore, since retention failure rates vary
significantly across different chips [54, 78, 101], each chip will
have a different temperature at which the mechanism switches
between the two DRAM PUFs. This could considerably impact
enrollment time and complicate the device authentication
process. Ultimately, it is up to the system architect to decide
whether such a mechanism is worth the evaluation runtime
benefits at very high temperatures (which is likely to be on
the order of tens of milliseconds). We leave a full exploration
of this hybrid DRAM latency-retention PUF mechanism to
future work.

7.6. In-DRAM Error Correcting Codes
Some new DRAM chips utilize in-DRAM error-correcting
codes (ECC), which perform single-bit error correction per
word (i.e., typically 64 data bits) invisibly to the system [51,
96, 97], to overcome the reliability challenges of DRAM technology scaling [59, 79, 89, 90, 91, 94, 110]. When such chips
are used for DRAM latency PUFs, ECC words with only one
error appear to be error-free to the memory controller, leaving fewer total errors available for PUF response. We note
that error correction deterministically transforms DRAM error
patterns. Thus, a DRAM PUF (on a chip with in-DRAM ECC)
that repeatably induces the same error pattern prior to ECC
correction, would repeatably result in a different but consistent
error pattern after ECC correction.
In order to support PUF evaluation in a system using DRAM
chips with in-DRAM ECC, we would need to evaluate PUFs
with a higher raw bit error rate (i.e., the error rate before ECC is
performed) relative to non-ECC DRAMs. A higher raw bit error rate would produce enough observable failures (after ECC
is performed) for a PUF. The DRAM latency PUF can achieve
this higher raw bit error rate by simply reducing the latency
parameter value further. Such reduction would also ideally reduce PUF evaluation time and system interference. Therefore,
we expect the DRAM latency PUF to be evaluated even faster
in chips with built-in ECC.4 As stronger ECC mechanisms
are used, i.e., ECC can correct DRAM words containing more
than 1 error, we expect even lower evaluation latencies and
lower system interference with the DRAM latency PUF.

8. Related Work
To our knowledge, this is the first work to: 1) introduce the
idea of violating DRAM read latency parameters to create a
fast, runtime-accessible DRAM PUF without modifying commodity DRAM devices, 2) introduce an effective DRAM PUF
that is runtime-accessible at all operating temperatures, 3)
demonstrate a wide variety of tradeoffs in DRAM PUFs, based
on extensive new experimental data from 223 state-of-the-art
LPDDR4 DRAM chips, 4) demonstrate the prohibitively slow
evaluation times of the DRAM retention PUF, the previously
fastest DRAM PUF suitable for commodity devices.
In this section, we discuss prior works that propose DRAM
PUFs and PUFs based on other substrates. The proliferation
of recent works on DRAM PUFs reflects the growing importance of DRAM PUFs given DRAM’s near ubiquity in modern
systems and large address space.
DRAM Retention PUFs. We have already described the basics of DRAM retention PUFs in Section 2.2 and extensively
evaluated them in Section 5. We briefly explain the differences between prior proposals. Keller et al. [53] is the first to
propose using DRAM retention failures as unique identifiers,
shortly followed by Xiong et al. [135] and D-PUF [120], both
of which enable runtime-accessible DRAM retention PUFs.
Other works propose further optimizations for improving the
quality of DRAM retention PUFs [103, 122, 124]. As our experimental evaluations across 223 LPDDR4 DRAM chips show,
DRAM retention PUFs take very long to evaluate at commoncase operating temperatures; they are orders of magnitude
slower than our proposal (see Section 5).
Other DRAM PUFs. Hashemian et al. [37] propose adding
a delay generator to the DRAM write-circuitry to induce failures. However, this requires additional hardware and cannot
be applied to existing DRAM designs. Tehranipoor et al. [123]
suggest using DRAM start-up values for PUFs, but this precludes runtime evaluation by requiring a DRAM power cycle
for every authentication.
PUFs Based on Other Substrates. Many PUFs have been
proposed for various other substrates, including other memory technologies and customized hardware designs. We categorize them into delay-based and memory-based PUFs.
Delay-based PUFs include 1) arbiter PUFs [36, 72, 75, 88,
98, 99, 108, 138], which rely on process variation to extract the

7.7. Effect of High-Temperature
Our evaluation of the DRAM latency and retention PUFs is
limited to the 70◦ C maximum DRAM temperature. We clearly
show in Section 5.2 that DRAM latency PUFs are much faster
than DRAM retention PUFs at 70◦ C and lower (Figure 2). However, at higher temperatures (e.g., > 85◦ C), DRAM retention
PUFs could become faster than DRAM latency PUFs.5
4 In contrast, DRAM retention PUF must be evaluated with a longer
refresh interval to increase the raw bit error rate in a DRAM chip with
in-DRAM ECC. This leads to a significantly longer DRAM retention PUF
evaluation time when in-DRAM ECC is used.
5 Note that the DDR protocol specifies that every cell must be refreshed
at least every 32ms for LPDDR3/4 or 64ms for DDR3/4 below 85◦ C and at
even higher rates at higher temperatures.
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unique behavior of two identical competing circuit paths, 2)
ring oscillator PUFs [28,29,77,119], which rely on frequencies
of oscillating signals from chained inverters, and 3) Current
Mirror Array (CMA) PUFs [133], which rely on the manufacturing process variation in a customized circuit typically used
for machine learning tasks. These works rely on customized
hardware not present in commodity systems. FPGA-based
PUFs [31, 32, 33, 65, 86, 87] overcome the need for hardware
changes. However, they are not as commonly found as DRAM
in computer systems.
Memory-based PUFs include SRAM PUFs, which rely
on SRAM start up values [9, 20, 32, 41, 42, 121, 134, 145]
and voltage reduction induced failures [6]; butterfly PUFs,
which mimic the behavior of SRAM cells with cross-coupled
data latches [65]; latch PUFs, which cross-couple two NORgates [116]; flip-flop PUFs, which exploit the power up behavior of regular flip-flops [84, 127]; and PUFs for emerging memory technologies [8, 17, 18, 23, 45, 64, 80, 100, 107, 128, 129, 140,
141]. These prior works either require additional customized
hardware or usage of SRAM, which has a small address space
compared to DRAM, and thus cannot accommodate a large
number of challenge-response pairs.
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[44] E. Ipek et al., “Self-Optimizing Memory Controllers: A Reinforcement Learning
Approach,” in ISCA, 2008.
[45] A. Iyengar et al., “DWM-PUF: A Low-Overhead, Memory-Based Security Primitive,” in HOST, 2014.
[46] P. Jaccard, “Étude Comparative de la Distribution Florale dans une Portion des
Alpes et des Jura,” in Bull Soc Vaudoise Sci Nat, 1901.
[47] JEDEC, “Double Data Rate 4 (DDR4) SDRAM Standard,” 2012.
[48] JEDEC, “Low Power Double Data Rate 3 (LPDDR3),” 2012.
[49] JEDEC, “Low Power Double Data Rate 4 (LPDDR4) SDRAM Specification,” JEDEC
Solid State Technology Association, 2014.
[50] JEDEC, “LPDDR4,” JEDEC Standard JESD209–4A, 2014.
[51] U. Kang et al., “Co-Architecting Controllers and DRAM to Enhance DRAM Process Scaling,” in The Memory Forum, 2014.
[52] S. Katzenbeisser et al., “PUFs: Myth, Fact or Busted? A Security Evaluation of
Physically Unclonable Functions (PUFs) Cast in Silicon,” in CHES, 2012.
[53] C. Keller et al., “Dynamic Memory-based Physically Unclonable Function for the
Generation of Unique Identifiers and True Random Numbers,” in ISCAS, 2014.
[54] S. Khan et al., “The Efficacy of Error Mitigation Techniques for DRAM Retention
Failures: A Comparative Experimental Study,” in SIGMETRICS, 2014.
[55] S. Khan et al., “PARBOR: An Efficient System-Level Technique to Detect DataDependent Failures in DRAM,” in DSN, 2016.
[56] S. Khan et al., “A Case for Memory Content-Based Detection and Mitigation of
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9. Conclusion
We introduce and analyze the DRAM latency PUF, a new
DRAM PUF suitable for runtime authentication. The DRAM
latency PUF intentionally violates manufacturer-specified
DRAM timing parameters in order to provide many highly
repeatable, unique, and unclonable PUF responses with low
latency. Through experimental evaluation using 223 stateof-the-art LPDDR4 DRAM devices, we show that the DRAM
latency PUF reliably generates PUF responses at runtimeaccessible speeds (i.e., 88.2ms on average) at all operating
temperatures. We show that the DRAM latency PUF achieves
an average speedup of 152x/1426x at 70◦ C/55◦ C when compared with a DRAM retention PUF of the same DRAM capacity
overhead, and it achieves even greater speedups at lower temperatures. We conclude that the DRAM latency PUF enables a
fast and effective substrate for runtime device authentication
across all operating temperatures, and we hope that the advent of runtime-accessible PUFs like the DRAM latency PUF
and the detailed experimental characterization data we provide on modern DRAM devices will enable security architects
to develop even more secure systems for future devices.
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